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Abstract: In recent years, frequent forest fires have seriously threatened the earth’s ecosystem and
people’s lives and safety. With the development of machine vision and unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAVs) technology, UAV monitoring combined with machine vision has become an important
development trend in forest fire monitoring. In the early stages, fire shows the characteristics of a
small fire target and obvious smoke. However, the presence of fog interference in the forest will
reduce the accuracy of fire point location and smoke identification. Therefore, an anchor-free target
detection algorithm called FuF-Det based on an encoder–decoder structure is proposed to accurately
detect early fire points obscured by fog. The residual efficient channel attention block (RECAB) is
designed as a decoder unit to improve the problem of the loss of fire point characteristics under fog
caused by upsampling. Moreover, the attention-based adaptive fusion residual module (AAFRM)
is used to self-enhance the encoder features, so that the features retain more fire point location
information. Finally, coordinate attention (CA) is introduced to the detection head to make the image
features correspond to the position information, and improve the accuracy of the algorithm to locate
the fire point. The experimental results show that compared with eight mainstream target detection
algorithms, FuF-Det has higher average precision and recall as an early forest fire detection method
in fog and provides a new solution for the application of machine vision to early forest fire detection.

Keywords: early forest fire detection; forest fog; anchor-free; adaptive feature enhancement; deep
learning

1. Introduction

Forests, known as the “lungs of the Earth”, possess significant ecological and eco-
nomic value. Indeed, habitats for 80% of the Earth’s organisms are provided by forests. The
abundant biodiversity in forests is crucial for maintaining ecosystem stability. Moreover,
the green vegetation in forests purifies harmful gases such as sulfur dioxide and chlorine,
improving atmospheric conditions. Additionally, plant photosynthesis balances the oxygen
and carbon dioxide levels in the air, contributing to mitigating global warming [1]. Further-
more, forests offer abundant resources such as timber, medicinal plants, and food materials,
vital to human economic and social development. However, in recent years, forests have
been increasingly affected by abnormal weather conditions and human activities, leading
to frequent forest fires. In 2009, bushfires in Victoria, Australia, killed 173 people. In 2018,
wildfires in California were responsible for the deaths of 85 people [2]. For rural areas
located in the forest, a sudden forest fire can destroy villagers’ homes, agricultural assets
and other infrastructure. At the same time, it also has an irreversible impact on people’s
health and lives. The 2003 bushfire in Australia’s Wulgulmerang region notably destroyed
the sparsely populated farming region [3]. In 2019, the Amazon rainforest fires consumed
millions of hectares of land, releasing significant carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide,
severely impacting global air quality. According to statistics, from 2001 to 2022, the total
reduction in tree cover globally due to fires amounted to 126 million hectares [4]. These
figures serve as a wake-up call for taking effective measures to prevent and promptly
extinguish forest fires.
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Forest fires are extremely destructive. All countries in the world try their best to
prevent or monitor forest fires as soon as possible and stop their spread. In the fire
prevention phase, prescribed fire is one of the tools used to manage fire. Prescribed
fire refers to the deliberate ignition of potential fuels in the forest under the conditions
of maximum temperature, relative humidity and wind speed at the threshold required
for fire to spread [5] in order to reduce the fuel density in the forest and prevent the
occurrence of destructive forest fires [6]. For forest fire monitoring, common methods can
be categorized into four types: manual patrols, sensor-based monitoring [7–9], fire satellite
monitoring [10–14], and UAV monitoring [15–18]. Manual patrols are inefficient, have
limited coverage, and expose humans to potential risks in hazardous environments [19].
Sensors detect the presence of fires by monitoring indicators such as smoke, humidity, and
temperature. However, relying solely on these indicators can lead to false alarms due to
the complexity of forest environments. Moreover, the installation cost and limited coverage
of sensors make them unsuitable for forest fire monitoring [20,21]. Fire satellites predict
fires by monitoring changes in surface temperature. They can cover areas inaccessible to
humans and have a wide coverage range. However, satellite monitoring faces challenges in
achieving ideal spatial and temporal resolutions simultaneously, which makes this method
unsuitable for early forest fire detection, which requires real-time monitoring and high
detection rates for small fire points [20]. In contrast, UAV monitoring has attracted more
researchers’ attention due to the small size of the equipment involved, its light weight, and
high flexibility. Although the current load supported by UAVs is not high, resulting in
a limited detection area and duration, UAVs equipped with camera sensors can provide
higher resolution images and real-time monitoring capabilities, so the application of UAV
remote sensing technology to forest fire detection is the future development trend [22].

With the advancement of computer vision, there has been an increasing number
of cases where UAVs combined with computer vision techniques are applied to forest
fire detection. Early forest fires are characterized by small fire points and distinct smoke
features. Therefore, relevant research can be divided into two directions: 1. Smoke detection
in early forest fires. 2. Detection of small fire points in early forest fires.

1.1. Smoke Detection

Computer vision utilizes feature extraction to recognize the targets of interest in
detection. Initially, researchers employed traditional methods to extract smoke features,
such as local binary patterns, histograms of oriented gradients, wavelet analysis, principal
component analysis, etc. [23–26]. However, due to the complexity of forest environments,
features extracted through traditional methods have poor robustness and are easily affected
by complex backgrounds, resulting in subpar detection performance. With the development
of deep learning techniques, features extracted using deep learning methods exhibit more
robust representation capabilities for the target, enabling better detection of smoke in
complex forest environments [27,28]. Wu et al. [29] utilized pulse-coupled neural networks
to extract texture features of smoke and combined them with support vector machines for
smoke classification. Lu [30] designed DarkCNN, which extracts images’ dark channel
features, improving the performance of forest fire smoke detection. Experimental results
have shown that the dark channel features of smoke enhance the detection performance of
various convolutional neural network (CNN) models.

In practical scenarios, aerial images captured by UAVs inevitably contain clouds, fog,
or other smoky targets. Moreover, smoke exhibits dynamic changes, with diffusion over
time leading to problems such as semi-transparency and lack of concentration. These
factors further complicate the detection process. He et al. [31] combined spatial and channel
attention mechanisms with VGG16 to allow the network to focus on smoke characteristics,
thus avoiding interference from complex forest backgrounds. They also employed feature
fusion techniques to preserve global image features and improve missed detection for small
smoke targets. Li et al. [32] improved early smoke detection by adding the convolutional
block attention module (CBAM) to the network used for feature extraction. Addressing the
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issue of irregular smoke diffusion and unclear smoke features caused by complex forest
environments, Hu et al. [33] designed a joint weight allocation strategy based on horizontal
and vertical directions using an attention mechanism called VAM to extract smoke texture
features. Similarly, Zhang et al. [34] proposed MMFNet based on CNN. They first designed
a mixed attention to highlight the effects of smoke’s horizontal and vertical texture features.
They then constructed a multi-scale convergence coordinated pyramid network to fuse
features extracted by CNN at different scales. Finally, by combining prediction heads, they
achieved multi-scale smoke detection.

With the emergence of various target detection algorithms, You Only Look Once
(YOLO), a fast one-stage detection algorithm, has gained popularity among researchers.
Studies have shown that compared to two-stage target detection algorithms, SSD and
YOLO series one-stage detection algorithms are more suitable for detecting smoke in forest
fires [35,36]. Zhan et al. [16] proposed ARGNet based on the PP-YOLO algorithm to address
the issues of high transparency and unclear edges after smoke diffusion. They first used
SoftPool in the feature extraction stage to avoid the loss of transparent smoke features. In
the feature pyramid network (FPN) structure of the neck, they employed deconvolution
and dilated convolution for global feature fusion, enhancing the algorithm’s ability to detect
small smoke targets. Finally, they introduced the global optimal non-maximum suppression
method to replace the matrix NMS in the original algorithm, enabling multi-target detection
in a single image. Li et al. [37] proposed ALFRNet, an adaptive linear feature reuse network
for rapid smoke detection in forest fires. They used adaptive depth convolution and
residual connection structures to construct a bilinear feature reuse module, addressing
the issue of feature loss in transparent smoke during downsampling. Additionally, they
incorporated a hybrid attention-guided module using CBAM residual connections to
highlight the features of transparent smoke. The introduction of these techniques improved
the issue of missed detection in the YOLOv3 algorithm during fire and smoke detection.
However, these algorithms struggle to handle scenarios where fire smoke coexists with
atmospheric phenomena such as clouds and fog. Li et al. [38] proposed a recursive BiFPN
attention algorithm called RBiFPN for secondary fusion of fused features. This would
help the algorithm focus on smoke features. They integrated RBiFPN as the feature fusion
module in YOLOv5. Additionally, they employed swin-TPH as the detection head, utilizing
its hierarchical structure to enhance the algorithm’s ability to detect small smoke targets.
Qian et al. [39] introduced the omni-dimensional dynamic convolution and bottleneck
transformer structures into the YOLOv5 backbone. This allowed the algorithm to pay more
attention to global features in the feature extraction process. They also incorporated the
SimAM attention mechanism before the prediction head to enhance the algorithm’s ability
to detect small targets. Experimental results demonstrate that this algorithm can effectively
distinguish between clouds and smoke.

Smoke and fog can be distinguished based on the characteristics of satellite remote
sensing in the thermal infrared band when fire smoke is obscured by fog. However,
since it is difficult to acquire and process high-resolution remote sensing images and the
temporal resolution of remote sensing images is not sufficient to meet the characteristics
of instantaneous fire occurrence, the method proposed in this paper makes up for the
shortcomings of remote sensing methods [20].

1.2. Fire Point Detection

Due to the small size of early forest fire points and the fact that UAVs operate at
certain flying heights, the difficulty of early forest fire detection is further increased [15].
Forest fire detection based on infrared imagery can effectively utilize the temperature
differences between fire points and the surrounding environment, providing high accuracy
and real-time capabilities [40,41]. However, due to the high cost of infrared imaging devices,
there are better options for researchers. In early forest fire detection methods, researchers
often extract flame regions in different color spaces, such as YCbCr, HSV, HSL, HWB, and
Lab, combined with machine learning classifiers to achieve fire point detection [42–45].
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However, obstacles such as leaves and smoke can weaken the color characteristics of flames,
and strong sunlight can also interfere with the color space features of flames.

With the development of deep learning technology, researchers are no longer limited
to features such as the color of flames. Instead, they use CNN to extract deep fire features,
reducing the false positive detection rate [46–48]. Various target detection algorithms have
gradually matured and have been widely applied in forest fire detection tasks in recent
years. For two-stage target detection algorithms, Zhang et al. [17] proposed the MS-FRCNN
algorithm to address the early-stage detection of small fire points. Based on Faster R-CNN, it
incorporates the FPN structure to fuse multi-scale information and introduces an attention
mechanism into the region proposal network. By employing spatial parallel attention
mechanisms, the algorithm focuses on the regions where small targets are located, avoiding
the missed detection of small fire points. However, it turns out that two-stage target
detection algorithms have slower detection speeds. In the context of forest fire detection
tasks, detecting forest fires more quickly can provide better opportunities for disaster
relief personnel to extinguish fires. Compared with two-stage target detection algorithms,
one-stage target detection algorithms do not involve candidate region generation steps.
They directly detect targets in input images, making them more suitable for forest fire
detection tasks. As a representative of one-stage detection algorithms, combining YOLO
and UAVs enables high frame rate detection. However, direct use of YOLO is prone to
missed detections [49]. To address this, most studies have enhanced the attention and
feature fusion modules of the YOLO algorithm to improve its focus on small fire points
and reduce the missed detection rate [50–54]. To address the issue of false positives, Zheng
et al. [18] proposed a preliminary detection-enhancement secondary detection approach to
reduce the false positive rate of YOLOv4 in forest fire detection. However, the YOLO target
detection algorithm is sensitive to target size. When the size of the detected target does
not match that of the training target, the algorithm struggles to obtain accurate detection
boxes. To enhance the accuracy of fire point localization, some studies have adopted
encoder–decoder structures with greater flexibility for fire point detection. Lu et al. [55]
designed the MTL-FFDET algorithm based on an encoding–decoding structure for multi-
task learning in forest fire detection, enabling simultaneous fire classification, segmentation,
and detection tasks. The above forest fire points detection algorithms are all anchor-based,
and few algorithms take into account the problem of smoke and fog occlusion. Huang
et al. [56] combined the defogging algorithm and YOLOX to propose an algorithm, GXLD,
that can be used to detect forest fires in fog scenes. The test results show the feasibility of
forest fire detection on foggy days, but GXLD still has some limitations in severe fog scenes.

Based on the above, most deep learning forest fire detection algorithms are anchor-
based. However, in practical scenarios, predefined anchor boxes struggle to capture the
information of small fire points in the early stages. In addition, many forest fire detection
algorithms determine the occurrence of forest fires by detecting smoke or flames. However,
fog is common in forests due to the transpiration of numerous plants, as shown in Figure 1.
Although the humidity is higher on foggy days, which means the probability of a fire
occurring naturally is lower, the existence of ground fires and human factors (such as
outdoor smoking, heating and cooking, burning incense, etc.) can still lead to forest fires.
When a significant amount of fog is present, the smoke generated by the fires becomes
difficult to capture by UAVs, and the fog obscures the features of the flames. Addressing
the above issues, FuF-Det, an anchor-free detection algorithm based on an encoder–decoder
structure, is proposed. Our specific contributions are as follows:

1. The FuF-Det algorithm was proposed to enhance the detection accuracy of early forest
fires in foggy scenes.

2. To preserve the positional features of early fire points during the downsampling
process of the encoder, AAFRM is designed as a feature fusion structure between the
encoder and decoder.

3. To address the issue of losing fine-grained fire point details in the presence of fog
during upsampling, RECAB is constructed as the decoder unit.
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4. To enhance the accuracy of early forest fire localization, CA is introduced into the
anchor-free detection head, resulting in the CA-Head.
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2. Methods
2.1. FuF-Det Algorithm

Early fire detection in foggy scenes faces two challenges. First, there is a heavy fog
that hides the most noticeable color of the flames. Second, early fires tend to have a smaller
scale, and UAVs capturing images from certain heights result in smaller fire targets in the
images. To address the issue of early forest fire detection in foggy scenes, an anchor-free
detection algorithm based on an encoder–decoder architecture named FuF-Det is proposed.
The algorithm consists of four components: encoder, decoder, feature fusion structure,
and detection head. The encoder efficiently extracts semantic information from images by
using ResNet50 [58] with residual connections. The decoder, composed of RECAB modules
with different input–output sizes, avoids losing fire point details during upsampling. The
feature fusion structure integrates the encoder features self-enhanced by AAFRM with
the decoder features, enhancing the fire point localization information. AAFRM enhances
the position information of fire points in both channel and spatial dimensions. Finally,
the output of the decoder is enhanced by the CA-Head, which leverages the correlation
between image features and their corresponding positional information to improve the
detection head’s ability to perceive the precise locations of small targets. Figure 2 shows
the structure of the FuF-Det algorithm.

2.2. Encoder

Within the encoder–decoder architecture, the encoder plays a crucial role in trans-
forming the input image into a deeper representation of features through downsampling.
This process compresses and abstracts the original image, capturing relevant information
while reducing redundancy. ResNet50 is a deep convolutional neural network known
for its residual connections, facilitating rapid information propagation and skipping, and
promoting feature transfer and reuse. This architecture enables the network to capture
features and semantic information at different levels, making it well suited for extracting
fire point characteristics in fog obscuration. In addition, the residual connections allow
deeper network structures while reducing the number of parameters and computations.
This results in a lightweight network that can be easily embedded in UAVs for practical de-
tection in real-world scenarios. The structure and composition of the encoder are illustrated
in Table 1.

ResNet50 consists mainly of two modules: Conv Block and Identity Block. Their
structures are shown in Figure 3. Both modules consist of three convolutional layers with
kernel sizes of 1 × 1, 3 × 3, and 1 × 1, along with BatchNorm (BN) layers and ReLU
activation functions. The main difference lies in the residual branch: Conv Block includes
an additional convolutional layer with a 1 × 1 kernel size and a BN layer to modify the
feature dimensions. At the same time, the Identity Block maintains the same input and
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output dimensions, deepening the network. In FuF-Det, the input image size for the
encoder is set to 512 × 512 × 3. In the C1 stage of the network, the input image undergoes
a 7 × 7 convolutional layer with a stride of 2, followed by a BN layer and a 3 × 3 max
pooling layer with a stride of 2 to achieve downsampling and a reduced image size. Stages
C2–C5 consist of a Conv Block and several Identity Blocks, extracting deeper image features.
Finally, the encoder abstracts the input image with dimensions of 512 × 512 × 3 into a
feature map with dimensions of 16 × 16 × 2048.

Table 1. Encoder structure.

Stage Module Module Numbers Output

C1
Conv2d 1 256 × 256 × 64

BatchNorm 1 -
Maxpool 1 128 × 128 × 64

C2
Conv Block 1

128 × 128 × 256Identity Block 2

C3
Conv Block 1

64 × 64 × 512Identity Block 3

C4
Conv Block 1

32 × 32 × 1024Identity Block 5

C5
Conv Block 1

16 × 16 × 2048Identity Block 2
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2.3. Attention-Based Adaptive Fusion Residual Module (AAFRM)

Due to the small size of early forest fire targets, as the network deepens, the encoder
may lose the position information of these small fire points, resulting in a low detection
rate for the algorithm. The shallow-level features contain rich information about fire point
locations, and their combination can provide more reliable detection cues for the algorithm.
However, in complex forest environments with small target fire points, the features directly
extracted by the network contain a significant amount of forest background information,
which is not helpful for fire detection. Therefore, an attention mechanism has been added
to the feature fusion module to improve information on the fire point position at both
channel and spatial levels.

At the channel level, AAFRM employs efficient channel attention (ECA) [59] to en-
hance the fire point features. ECA is an efficient attention mechanism proposed in 2020
that adaptively perceives the importance of different channels to improve the algorithm’s
feature perception capability. In early forest fire images, fire points occupy a small area, and
a large amount of redundant background information interferes with the algorithm’s extrac-
tion of fire point features. Traditional channel attention mechanisms use fully connected
layers to change the number of channels and capture correlations among all channels.
However, some channels contribute less to the fire point features. Therefore, the features
obtained by this method are often affected by the complex forest environment and have
weaker representation abilities. In contrast, ECA does not change the number of channels.
It calculates correlations between adjacent channels using adaptive one-dimensional con-
volution, avoiding interference from irrelevant features and improving the information
propagation efficiency of the algorithm. The parameter k in ECA represents the range of
interaction between channels, which increases with the number of channels. Formula (1)
provides the calculation method for k, where |·|odd represents the nearest odd number and
γ and b are set to 2 and 1, respectively.

k = ψ(C) =
∣∣∣∣ log2(C)

γ
+

b
γ

∣∣∣∣
odd

(1)

Because focusing only on channel features in the feature fusion structure could cause
the algorithm to lose track of where fire points are, AAFRM introduces SimAM [60], which
pays attention to both spatial and channel features at the same time. SimAM is a parameter-
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free attention mechanism based on similarity. It calculates the similarity and correlation
between different features to allocate attention weights to different features, suppress
ineffective features, and make the fused features more discriminative and expressive.
SimAM evaluates the importance of each neuron by measuring the linear separability
between the target neuron and its neighboring neurons. The evaluation criterion is the
energy function of the neuron:

et(ωt, bt, y, xi) =
(
yt − t̂

)2
+

1
M− 1

M−1

∑
i=1

(y0 − x̂i)
2 (2)

where t̂ = ωt + bt and x̂i = ωtxi + bt represent the linear transformation of t and xi,
respectively, t denotes the target neuron, and x represents the neighboring neurons. M
represents the number of neurons in the channel. A lower energy indicates a more signif-
icant difference between the target neuron t and the adjacent neurons, indicating higher
importance.

AAFRM incorporates the ECA and SimAM attention mechanisms on top of the direct
fusion of shallow and deep features. It also utilizes residual connections to enable the
algorithm to focus more on the positional features of early fire points based on encoder
features. The AAFRM structure is illustrated in Figure 4.
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First, the input features of the encoder are enhanced by ECA and SimAM, resulting in
enriched image features denoted as eca(x) and simam(x), respectively. Then, the network
assigns adaptive weights, represented as w1, w2, w3, to eca(x), simam(x), and x through
training. Finally, shallow features are adaptively fused by element-wise addition, enhancing
the descriptive capability of features for early fire points. The mathematical expression is:

xAAFRM = w1·eca(x) + w2·simam(x) + w3·x (3)

2.4. Residual Efficient Channel Attention Block (RECAB)

In the encoder–decoder architecture, the encoder extracts image features that the
decoder uses as input for numerous upsampling operations to restore the original data.
Common upsampling methods include interpolation, deconvolution, and transpose con-
volution. Information loss due to padding and convolution operations will always occur,
regardless of the method. In the early stages of forest fires in foggy scenes, challenges
include small target detection and fog occlusion. Upsampling the features directly from
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the encoder output would further lose fire point features. Additionally, the deep features
obtained from the encoder contain a significant amount of semantic information, with
semantic information being more effectively represented at the channel level. Therefore,
in order to preserve detailed information on fire points in foggy conditions, the ECA at-
tention mechanism and residual connection structure are introduced into the transpose
convolution used in upsampling, resulting in RECAB. RECAB is designed to efficiently
capture and leverage channel-wise dependencies while preserving details of fire points
in foggy conditions. By incorporating residual connections, RECAB enables the decoder
to recover and enhance the intricate details of fire points during the upsampling process.
This module ensures that the decoder effectively restores the fine-grained information of
fire points obscured by fog, improving detection performance. The specific structure is
illustrated in Figure 5a.
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In RECAB, the feature x from the previous layer first undergoes the ECA module
to obtain the channel-enhanced feature eca(x). The enhanced feature is then fused with
the original feature x through a residual connection structure to avoid the loss of detailed
features of the fire point targets. Subsequently, a single-layer decoding result is obtained
by transpose convolution, BN layer, and ReLU activation function. The mathematical
expression is:

xRECAB = σ(BN(ConvTrans(eca(x) + x))) (4)

where ConvTrans(·), BN(·), and σ(·) represent the transpose convolution layer, BN layer,
and ReLU activation function, respectively.

2.5. CA-Head and Loss Function
2.5.1. CA-Head

When detecting early forest fires, accurately locating fire points can buy firefighters
more time. Therefore, the position information of the small target fire points in the image is
vital. CA [61] is a variant of the attention mechanism that, based on the channel attention
mechanism, applies pooling operations separately in the horizontal and vertical directions
of the feature map. This allows the algorithm to capture inter-channel correlations while
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preserving accurate positional information, enhancing the representation of target regions.
The overall structure of the CA is illustrated in Figure 5b.

FuF-Det is a box-free target detection algorithm that utilizes a center-based approach
to locate forest fire points. Center-based target detection consists of three components: heat
map, target size, and center point prediction. These components represent, respectively,
whether a predicted point contains a fire point, the size of the detection box, and the
offset of the predicted center point on the feature map. In order to emphasize the position
information of the targets during the detection process, CA is incorporated into the box-
free detection head to obtain the CA-Head detection module. The addition of CA allows
the algorithm to associate image features with target position information, enabling it
to distinguish between foggy backgrounds and fire points in forest environments, thus
improving the accuracy of detection boxes. The overall structure of the CA-Head is
illustrated in Figure 6.
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2.5.2. Loss Function

Compared to common anchor-based algorithms, anchor-free detection based on center
points does not require pre-defined anchor box sizes. Instead, it utilizes target center
points as anchor box representatives. It uses image features of the center points to regress,
determine whether a target is a fire point, and locate fire positions. CA-Head predicts the
heat map, target center points, and target sizes through three independent convolutional
modules. Therefore, the loss function consists of three components: category loss, center
point offset loss, and detection box size loss. First, the predicted category loss Lk for the kth
image is calculated using the concept of focal loss [62].

Lk =
1
N ∑

xyc

{ (
1− Ŷxyc

)αlog
(
Ŷxyc

)
i f Yxyc = 1(

1− Ŷxyc
)β(Ŷxyc

)αlog
(
1− Ŷxyc

)
others

(5)

where Ŷxyc represents the predicted results of the algorithm and Yxyc represents the ground
truth labels. N denotes the number of key points predicted by the algorithm in the image,
and the subscript xyc represents the detected sample. The hyperparameters α and β are set
to 2 and 4, respectively.
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The center point offset loss function Lo f f and the detection box size loss function Lsize
are both calculated using the L1 loss function:

Lo f f =
1
N ∑

p

∣∣∣∣ôP −
(

p
R
−
∼
P
)∣∣∣∣ (6)

Lsize =
1
N

N

∑
k−1

∣∣∣Ŝpk − Sk

∣∣∣ (7)

In the center point offset loss function, p represents the actual coordinates of the fire
points in the image. R represents the downsampling factor in the detection head, with

R = 4 in this paper. ÔP represents the predicted offset of the fire points.
∼
P represents the

predicted center point coordinates of the fire points. p
R −

∼
P represents the actual offset of

the center point of the fire points. In the detection box size loss function, Sk represents the
actual size of the detection box for fire points. Ŝpk represents the size of the detection box
obtained by regression calculation. Therefore, the overall loss function of FuF-Det is the
sum of Lo f f , Lsize, and Lk multiplied by their respective coefficients:

Lsum = Lk + λsizeLsize + λo f f Lo f f (8)

where λsize = 0.1, λo f f = 1.

3. Experiment and Results
3.1. Dataset

The dataset used in the experiments for early forest fire detection in foggy conditions
was constructed based on the publicly available dataset FLAME2 [57]. The creators of
the dataset mention that the FLAME2 image is of smoke. However, FLAME2 is chosen
as a dataset for fire detection under fog. This is because when a fire occurs, there is
a mixture of smoke and fog around the fire point. We believe that training the model
with FLAME2 can improve the generalization of the model and its applicability in real-
world scenarios. FLAME2 contains 52,287 visible mild forest fire images captured by
UAVs. Since these images are from successive UAV frames, they exhibit high similarity
between successive images. Therefore, data cleaning was performed on the images first.
Specifically, histogram features were used to measure image similarity. Subsequent images
were removed if the similarity between an image and its four subsequent images exceeded
a predefined threshold (set to 0.98 in this paper). After data cleaning, the dataset consists of
2349 254 × 254 pixel images, including 984 non-fire images and 1365 fire images with fog.
Data augmentation was performed on the cleaned dataset to avoid overfitting due to the
limited amount of training data, including adding noise, cropping, translation, rotation,
and flipping. The augmented dataset contains 14,094 images. The augmented dataset
maintains a ratio of 984/1365 for non-fire/fire images. Subsequently, the LabelImg target
detection annotation software was used to annotate the fire in the dataset. Finally, a random
selection of 11,415 images was selected as the training set, 1269 as the validation set, and
1410 as the test set. Figure 7 shows some sample images.

3.2. Model Evaluation

Precision, Recall, Average Precision (AP), F1 score, and Frames Per Second (FPS) were
adopted as the evaluation metrics for our algorithm. Precision indicates the probability
that the detected targets belong to fires. Recall represents the probability of the algorithm
detecting all actual fire targets. The F1 score combines Precision and Recall, serving as
their harmonic mean. AP represents the area under the P-R curve for fires, and in this
paper, the detection performance of the algorithm was comprehensively evaluated using
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AP@0.5. The formulas for calculating Precision, Recall, F1 score, and AP are shown in
Equations (9)–(12):

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(9)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(10)

F1 = 2× Precision·Recall
Precision + Recall

(11)

AP =
∫

P(r)dr (12)

TP (True Positive) represents the fire targets and is predicted as fire. FP (False Positive)
represents non-fire targets but is predicted to be fire. FN (False Negative) represents targets
that are actually fire but predicted as non-fire.
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3.3. Training
3.3.1. Experimental Environment

The hardware environment for the experiment is a Windows 11 system with a 12th
Gen Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-12700 CPU @ 2.10 GHz, 32 GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 3060 GPU with 12 GB of VRAM. The software environment includes Python 3.9,
PyTorch 1.13.1, and the PyCharm editor 2022.3.2.
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3.3.2. Training Parameter Settings

The encoder’s role is to extract deep features from images captured by UAVs. For
different detection tasks, the features of the targets are similar. Therefore, firstly, the pre-
trained weights of ResNet50 trained on the VOC dataset were used during the training
process to perform frozen training for 50 epochs, which allowed the training to focus on
feature fusion, decoder, and detection head. After 50 epochs, the encoder weights for the
overall detection task were finetuned during unfrozen training. The training process uses
the Adam optimizer [63] with an initial learning rate of 5× 10−4 and a minimum learning
rate of 5× 10−6. To avoid the problem of becoming stuck in local optima during training,
cosine annealing decay is used to adjust the learning rate. Specific parameters for frozen
and unfrozen training are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameter settings for frozen and unfrozen training.

Training Epoch Batch Size Input Size Optimizer Momentum

Freeze training 1–50 16
512 × 512 Adam 0.9Unfreeze

training 51–200 8

3.4. Experimental Results
3.4.1. Comparison with Other Target Detection Algorithms

To validate the advantages of FuF-Det in detecting early forest fires in foggy scenes,
we compared it with several commonly used target detection algorithms. Eight detection
algorithms were included in the comparison: the two-stage detection algorithm Faster
R-CNN [64], the one-stage detection algorithms YOLOv3 [65], YOLOv4 [66], YOLOv5_m,
YOLOv7 [67], the anchor-free target detection algorithms YOLOX [68], YOLOv8_s [69],
and CenterNet [70]. All algorithms were trained on the augmented dataset in the same
experimental environment. Table 3 presents the detection results of these eight target
detection algorithms, including FuF-Det, on the test set.

Table 3. Experimental results of comparative experiments.

Method AP@0.5 Pre Rec F1 FPS

Anchor-based

Faster R-CNN
(ResNet50) 12.57% 26.22% 25.28% 0.26 11

YOLOv3 66.26% 74.87% 69.63% 0.72 36
YOLOv4 64.05% 81.87% 50.84% 0.63 32

YOLOv5_m 80.25% 87.66% 69.02% 0.77 33
YOLOv7 65.56% 85.30% 44.21% 0.58 26

Anchor-free

YOLOX 81.23% 87.61% 73.69% 0.80 21
YOLOv8_s 86.46% 92.46% 73.36% 0.82 58
CenterNet
(ResNet50) 76.72% 87.58% 68.55% 0.77 30

FuF-Det (Ours) 86.52% 91.87% 78.69% 0.85 20

The analysis in Table 3 shows that FuF-Det outperforms the other eight target detection
algorithms in detecting early forest fires in foggy scenes. The two-stage Faster R-CNN
detection algorithm performs the worst in this task, with an average accuracy of only
12.57% on the test set, because the two-stage target detection algorithms generate a series
of candidate boxes and then classify and locate these candidates. However, early forest fire
targets are small, and the presence of fog affects the selection of candidate regions, leading
to inaccurate candidate box generation and missing and false detections. Additionally,
generating candidate boxes reduces the algorithm’s detection speed, which is why Faster
R-CNN has the lowest real-time performance among the nine algorithms. In contrast, FuF-
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Det belongs to the one-stage detection algorithms, achieving the highest AP, Recall, and
F1 score on the test set, reaching 86.52%, 78.69%, and 0.85, respectively. Compared to other
one-stage target detection algorithms, including YOLOv3, YOLOv4, YOLOv5_m, YOLOv7,
YOLOX, YOLOv8_s, and CenterNet, FuF-Det improves the AP by 20.26%, 22.47%, 6.27%,
20.96%, 5.29%, 0.06%, and 9.8%, respectively. In terms of Precision, YOLOv8_s achieves
92.46%, which is only 0.59% higher than FuF-Det. Moreover, with a slight difference in
Precision, FuF-Det achieves a Recall of 78.69%, which is an improvement of 5.33% compared
to YOLOv8_s. In early forest fire detection tasks, it is crucial for an algorithm to maintain
high Precision while detecting fires with a high detection rate. Therefore, the slightly
lower Precision compared to YOLOv8_s does not affect FuF-Det’s superior performance in
detecting early forest fires in foggy scenes among the nine detection algorithms. In terms of
real-time performance, FuF-Det sacrifices some detection speed due to the introduction of
the AAFRM feature fusion module, which improves the issue of early fire point localization
information loss. The FPS of FuF-Det is 20, which is the slowest of all the one-stage
detection algorithms. However, it is still sufficient to meet the real-time requirements of
UAV detection.

Eight one-stage target detection algorithms were used to find early forest fires when
there was no fire and different levels of fog (mild, moderate, and severe fog). The results are
shown in Figures 8–11, along with heat maps showing the results. From the results, it can
be observed that, of the three scenarios listed, except for the proposed FuF-Det, the other
target detection algorithms exhibit varying degrees of false detection and missed detection.
The presence of red-colored targets, which in the images correspond to people wearing red
clothing, is the main reason for the incorrect detection problem. It is worth noting that, in
the severe fog scenario, apart from FuF-Det, none of the other target detection algorithms
were able to detect fire points.
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3.4.2. Ablation Experiments

Ablation experiments were conducted to compare and analyze the different modules
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the AAFRM feature fusion unit, RECAB decoder unit,
and CA-Head detection module proposed in this paper. The results of ablation experiments
are shown in Table 4. Experiment 1 serves as the baseline, while CenterNet with ResNet50
is used as the backbone network. Experiment 2, based on Experiment 1, involves training
with an augmented dataset. As shown in the results, Experiment 2 outperforms Experiment
1 in all metrics. The augmented dataset provides a more prosperous and diverse training
sample, enabling the algorithm to learn the invariance and features of the targets, thus
improving the robustness and generalization ability of the algorithm. Comparing the
results of Experiment 3 and Experiment 2, including the AAFRM feature fusion unit
increases the detection rate of small fire points by 9.25% because AAFRM adaptively
enhances the position information of fire points in the feature maps at both spatial and
channel levels. The fused feature maps contain semantic information describing the details
of fire points and include position information of small fire points in the global context,
making it easier for the algorithm to locate early fire positions. RECAB, as the encoder
unit, utilizes residual connections and attention mechanisms to address the issue of fire
point information loss caused by upsampling in the encoder, which ensures that the
encoder’s output contains richer semantic information about fire points, facilitating the
algorithm in distinguishing actual fire points from fire-like targets. Therefore, Experiment
4, compared to Experiment 3, shows a more significant improvement in Precision (3.04%)
but a smaller improvement in Recall (5.52%). In Experiment 5, the CA-Head is added
before the detection head. By focusing on the position information of fire points in the
image, CA-Head enables the algorithm to accurately predict the positions and bounding
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boxes of fire points. Additionally, CA helps the algorithm associate the features of fire
points with their respective positions in the image, allowing better capture of contextual
information and spatial relationships of fire points, thus enhancing the recognition and
classification capabilities of CA-Head for fire points. Compared to Experiment 2, CA-Head
improves the algorithm’s AP, Precision, and Recall by 6.01%, 2.82%, and 5.24%, respectively.
Experiments 6 to 8 combine AAFRM, RECAB, and CA-Head in pairs, and the results show
that adding each corresponding module improves the detection capability of the algorithm.
It is worth noting that the introduction of RECAB and CA modules does not affect the
detection speed of the algorithm. In other words, the proposed RECAB unit and CA-Head
can ensure real-time detection while significantly improving the detection capability of
the algorithm. Experiment 8, which incorporates both RECAB and CA-Head modules,
even improves detection speed, indicating that the simultaneous addition of both modules
provides the algorithm with more robust stability and generalization ability, which is of
great value for future research. Moreover, Experiment 6, which includes both AAFRM
and RECAB modules, achieves the highest recall, indicating that the proposed idea of
self-enhancing the encoder features before fusing them with decoder features, as well as
the feature enhancement operation in the decoder, effectively cooperates in the overall
algorithm, allowing the algorithm to detect more small fire points, which also provides
direction for future research.

Table 4. Results of ablation experiments.

Experiment Data
Augmentation AAFRM RECAB CA-Head AP@0.5 Pre Rec FPS

1 70.08% 87.43% 46.78% 26
2

√
76.72% 87.58% 68.55% 30

3
√ √

83.48% 89.81% 77.80% 21
4

√ √
82.50% 90.62% 74.07% 30

5
√ √

82.73% 90.40% 73.79% 30
6

√ √ √
85.36% 91.32% 79.63% 21

7
√ √ √

84.67% 91.29% 79.30% 21
8

√ √ √
83.25% 90.94% 74.67% 33

FuF-Det
√ √ √ √

86.52% 91.87% 78.69% 20

3.4.3. Missed Detection Analysis

Although FuF-Det shows superior fire detection capability under foggy conditions
compared to mainstream target detection algorithms, it still inevitably encounters the
issue of missed detection in practical scenarios. Figure 12 illustrates three instances of
missed detections. In the first column, the images represent the algorithm’s detection
results, with red bounding boxes indicating the targets detected by the algorithm and green
bounding boxes representing the missed fire point targets. Analysis reveals that FuF-Det’s
detection capability is compromised when the extremely small fire points and the fog are
particularly dense. Furthermore, the coexistence of fog and forest background contributes
to the algorithm’s missed detection problem, which could be attributed to three factors.
First, the low resolution of the dataset reduces the saliency of small fire points in the images.
Second, after data augmentation operations, the clarity of the images is reduced compared
to the original images, further decreasing the saliency of small fire points and increasing the
difficulty of their detection by the algorithm. Additionally, the limited amount of feature
information of small fire points is further weakened when fog and forest background
coexist, compromising the algorithm’s ability to extract these features. In conclusion,
to enhance the practical application effectiveness of FuF-Det, further improvements are
required in terms of image quality during data collection and the algorithm’s feature
extraction capability for small targets in complex scenes.
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Figure 12. FuF-Det missed detection results (the green box and the red box indicate the missed and
detected fire points, respectively).

4. The Detection Effect of FuF-Det in Different Scenes

The dataset used in the experiment in this paper is all from FLAME2, which contains a
relatively simple scene, and it is difficult to see the adaptability of FuF-Det in different fire
scenes from the detection results. In order to further explore the detection effect of FuF-Det
in different scenes, fire detection experiments for snowy forest scenes and non-forest fire
scenes are designed.

4.1. Snowy Forest Scene

The FLAME dataset [71] provides aerial UVA-based images of snowy forest fires.
Compared to the dataset used in this paper, the images in it are not obscured by fog, but
there is a problem of vegetation obscuring the fire point. FuF-Det detection results in the
snow scene are shown in Figure 13. In the original image, the red box represents where the
actual fire point exists.

As shown in Figure 13, FuF-Det is also suitable for the task of fire detection in snowy
forests and can effectively deal with the problem that the fire point is obscured by vegetation.
To a certain extent, this indicates that FuF-Det is adaptable to changes in weather and fire
point occlusions in forest scenes.
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Figure 13. Detection results of FuF-Det on FLAME dataset (the left column is the original image with
red boxes indicating the fire points, and the right column is the FuF-Det detection result).

4.2. Non-Forest Fire Scenes

In order to further explore the possibility of FuF-Det application in other fire scenes,
fire images in non-forest scenes were collected from the network and detected by FuF-Det.
The test results are shown in Figure 14.

According to Figure 14a,b, when the detection environment is no longer a forest,
FuF-Det can still detect the fire point with high accuracy. Even in the case of more and
more dispersed fire points presented in (b). However, Figure 14c,d shows where FuF-Det is
still lacking. When there are both large and small fire points in the image, FuF-Det usually
gives priority to the location of small fire points and ignores the detection of large fire
points. This problem arises in the forest scene as well as in other scenes. This is because, in
the FuF-Det training process, the training set contains small fire points, resulting in more
fire point features learned by FuF-Det from small fire points. In future work, the images
in the dataset will be optimized, increasing the number of large-size fire point images,
and improving the adaptability of FuF-Det in large fire scenes. Table 5 summarizes the
adaptability of FuF-Det when different conditions change in the fire scene.

Table 5. A summary of the adaptability of FuF-Det.

Variable Season Obstructions Scene Fire Point Size

The adaptability
of FuF-Det

√ √ √
×
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5. Conclusions

In order to detect early forest fire points obscured by fog during UAV inspections, this
paper proposes the FuF-Det algorithm for early forest fire detection under foggy conditions.
FuF-Det is an anchor-free detection algorithm based on an encoder–decoder structure. First,
ResNet50 is used as the encoder, taking advantage of residual connections to extract deeper
features of early forest fire points. Second, RECAB is designed as the decoder unit, which
combines residual structures and ECA to effectively address the issue of feature loss for fire
points caused by upsampling in the encoder. Furthermore, to improve the detection rate of
small fire points, the AAFRM is designed as a feature fusion unit to enhance the position
information of fire points at both channel and spatial levels. Finally, CA is introduced
before the detection head to obtain the CA-Head module, which helps the algorithm predict
whether the target is a fire point while considering its positional information. This enables
a more accurate generation of detection boxes for small fire points.
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The ablation experiments show that the proposed AAFRM, RECAB, and CA-Head
modules can effectively detect early forest fires in foggy scenes. Moreover, the experimental
results show that the one-stage target detection algorithms have a better detection effect on
the early forest fire point under fog. YOLOv5_m, YOLOX, YOLOv8_s, and the proposed
FuF-Det all showed good fire point detection performance. However, Figure 9d,f,g show
that YOLOv5_m, YOLOX, YOLOv8_s have a large range of target perception and cannot
accurately locate early fire points. In addition, Figure 10d,f,g show that these models have
limited ability to extract features from fire spots with severe occlusion, which can easily lead
to the problem of missing fire points. In contrast, FuF-Det demonstrated better detection
capabilities with an AP@0.5 of 86.52% and a fire spot detection rate of 78.69%, which can
effectively deal with the detection tasks of small fire points and fog occlusion in the early
stage. Finally, fire images in different scenes are tested by FuF-Det. The results show that
FuF-Det can maintain good adaptability when the forest season, the obstruction, and the
fire scene change.

In the future, further studies on FuF-Det will be conducted. First, for the dataset used
in the study, more non-fire, different seasons, different forest types, etc. images will be
added to improve the generalization of the model so that it can better adapt to the scene of
non-fire, forest season, and vegetation type changes encountered in the detection process.
We will also find specific indicators to quantify the degree of fog occlusion and refine the
images in the dataset to continue to study the influence of different occlusion degrees on
the detection ability of FuF-Det. For the method, aiming at the problem of the AAFRM
feature fusion unit reducing the detection speed and the problem of missing detection
caused by a complex forest background, the model or module, according to the results, will
also be optimized to help the UAVs accurately and quickly detect early forest fires under
fog conditions. Finally, the possibility of applying FuF-Det to the detection of other forest
resources, such as the monitoring of wildlife biomass, forest pests, and diseases, will be
explored, to promote the application of FuF-Det in forest resource monitoring.
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Abbrevations

VAM Value conversion-Attention mechanism Module
BiFPN Bidirectional Feature Pyramid Network
YCbCr Luminance, Colour-difference of blue, Colour-difference of red
HSV Hue, Saturation, Value
HSL Hue, Saturation, Lightness
HWB Hue, Whiteness, Blackness
MS-FRCNN Multi-Scale Faster RCNN Model
R-CNN Region-CNN
MTL-FFDET Multi-Task Learning-Based Model for Forest Fire Detection
GXLD GhostNet-YOLOX-L-Light-Defog
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